
CHEETAH 
PLAINS 

LUXURY ADVENTURES 



ADVENTURE & ESCAPE IN THE 
CAPITAL OF TUSCANY 

YOUR TRIP 

South Africa is a land of plenty - with abundant wildlife, a vast landscape that 
dazzles in its diversity, and enough luxury and infrastructure to ensure your 
adventures here are spent in comfort. 
 
It is adventure and luxury we had in mind when proposing a stay at Cheetah 
Plains - one of the very finest resorts that South Africa has to offer. 
 
The wildlife here is indescribable - be prepared for wonder, warmth and some 
spectacular moments that will indelibly linger in your memory 
 
We hope you enjoy browsing this document and getting excited for a wonderful 
trip ahead. If there is anything you'd like to do more of, or do less of, simply let 
us know, and we can create a trip that take your individual needs into 
consideration. We look forward to discussing your plans in further detail. 
 
Kind Regards, 

Flag in the Sand Travel Flag in the Sand Travel 



Nestled between Kruger National Park and Sabi Sand Game Reverse lies 
Cheetah Plains - a lodge at the cutting edge of service, luxury, and design. 
Blending natural materials and chic minimalism, Cheetah Plains is an instantly 
relaxing place to stay, perfectly in sync with its natural surroundings. 
 
There are no fences between Kruger and Sabi Sands, allowing game to move 
freely - and Cheetah Plains also shares a boundary with Mala Mala Park - this 
really is the perfect neighbourhood! 
 
Exclusivity here, though, is guaranteed - with private concession rights dictating 
that only two game vehicles at a time can explore the individual areas. 
 
Privacy at game sightings is the norm here, but so too are the breathtaking 
panoramas, the plentiful smaller wildlife, effortlessly warm service, and delicious 
South African home-style dining. 
 
The exclusive-use lodges are equipped with two lounges (a formal lounge and an 
entertainment lounge), a dining area, an outdoor boma for fire-side dining, a 

CHEETAH PLAINS 



temperature controlled wine cellar, heated swimming pool, day-bed, private deck 
area, and indigenous gardens with spectacular views into the surrounding natural 
bushveld. 
 
All meals here are prepared by a private chef, and guests may select from the 
expansive list of carefully-chosen wines. 
 
Use of a private game viewing vehicle with a designated professional field guide 
& tracker are included for use throughout. You will find a bush house equipped 
with king beds, a private mini bar and coffee station, personal deck with a day- 
bed, dressing room, and a double rain shower and bath overlooking the bush. 
 
Inclusions: Accommodation, all meals prepared by private chef, teas and coffee, 
twice-daily private game drives with guide (including sunrise/sunset stops and 
star-gazing), all house drinks including local alcohol, and outdoor fireside dining.
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